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Uploaded by Eric Zhao2019 Claw Award 2 Mod Prize Claw 2 Mod v1.9 (Mega Mod) Features: Mega ModUnlimited Coins (Adding when Spent) Unlimited Gems (Adding when Spent) Unlimited Spins (Adding when Spent) UNLIMITED Tickets (Adding when Spent) PRIZE CLAW 2 is the most exciting arcade game ever spent! Features include:- Stunning powers and effects, including lightning, explosions, and tornadoes!- Thousands of
unique claws with special abilities!- Tons of adorable, charming prizes waiting for you to collect them all!- A huge world to explore full of unique and exciting prize claw machines!- Beautiful HD graphics!- Unlimited missions for you to complete!- Tuned physics for a classic arcade experience!- Spin the prize wheel to win bonuses, Prizes, and the JACKPOT!- Mystery capsules containing bonuses, boosts, and more!- Magnetize your claw
and grab a prize pack with a single capture!- Discover rare prizes like dragons and unicorns!- Much more to come! From the creators of the Coin Dozer franchise. Don't forget to check out our new game, Coin Dozer: Pirates! So, what are you waiting for? Download Prize Claw 2 for free and start grabbing! Circus LLC Android Game 2.3 + Version: 1.5 $0 Claw Award 2 (MOD, Coins / Gems / Tickets) - From the creators of the bulldozer
coins franchise. Don't forget to check out our new game, Coin Dozer: Pirates! CLAW AWARD 2 is the most exciting arcade game ever! Features: - Awesome powers and effects, including lightning, explosions and tornadoes! - Thousands of unique claws with special abilities! - Tons of adorable and charming prizes waiting for you to collect them all! - A huge world to explore, full of unique machines and exciting Claw Prize! - Beautiful
HD graphics! - Unlimited missions to complete! - Improved physics for a classic arcade experience! - Spin the prize wheel for a chance to win bonuses, prizes and the JACKPOT! - Mysterious capsules containing bonuses, boosters and more! - Magnetize your claw and win a prize pack with a single claw! - Discover rare prizes like dragons and unicorns! - Much more to come! Prize Claw 2 is a simulation game to get stuffed animals
often found in amusement parks. You can play the Claw 2 Prize to test your wits by trying to collect the most valuable items. The rewards you receive are also unique. Surely, each of us has known the well-known stuffed animal collection game. The gameplay was easy. But it was hard to pick up an item, and a lot of people had to spend money. So, instead of losing money at amusement parks, why don't we download The Claw 2
Award? Just sit at home, at work or at work place, and we can still pick up animals without spending a penny. Prize Claw 2 is a mobile game that faithfully simulates the usual game of collecting animals. It allows players to collect stuffed animals, diamonds, car toys, and many other interesting gifts. Especially in addition to the prizes players get are stuffed animals, you can also take business get more bonuses. Claw 2 Award gives
players a variety of prizes and powers to collect. In addition, there is a special puzzle for you to complete each element of the game. They design the game with beautiful and realistic 3D graphics. The game mode is also easy to put players in many interesting challenges. Claw Prize 2 is a mobile stuffed animal collection game with not only beautiful pictures and effects, but also has many prizes, interesting claw machines, and bonus
tools. If you loved Prize Claw 2, then hurry up and download it for free to your phone. Prize Claw 2 is a stuffed animal game on Android and iOS that many players love. Not only does it simulate the interesting cotton claw machines you still see at festivals or shopping malls, but it also brings many effects, rewards and bonuses that traditional games can't have. The Claw 2 Award successor will also bring back everything you love from
Claw.Prize Claw 2 Award offers players a world of fun with unique claw machines. Not only collecting attractive prizes, the game also brings beautiful effects like tornadoes or light when winning prizes. The lucky spin jackpot of the game is the feature that you can win many attractive prizes. The game also has many bonuses to help you win more coins and prizes. Not only are the stuffed animals ordinary, but the Claw 2 Prize also
offers rare prizes for cysts like dragons. Experience playing stuffed animals game on mobile is bred by Game Circus with realistic physics effects.. They bring many beautiful and attractive effects like light, explosion or tornado. There are thousands of different hooks with special abilities and attractive prizes that are waiting for players to collect. Prize Claw 2 is a huge world to explore with unique and interesting cotton claw machines. It
offers beautiful HD graphics and unlimited missions. The physical effects of the game are amazing for the most realistic arcade gaming experience. Spin the lucky machine spin to have a chance to get bonuses and even the jackpot machine. You will have many attractive bonuses and boost tools to overcome difficult challenges. Claw Award 2 is the exciting supermarket cotton collection game now available on the mobile platform.
Claw 2 Prize will take players to a world full of stuffed animals to conquer those stuffed animals. The game of collecting stuffed animals in game centers is familiar to everyone, especially fans of gaming machines. However, how to collect these cute stuffed animals, not everyone can do it. Going back to the mall, playing the game of picking up a stuffed animal, it is very difficult for most people to pick up a after spending a lot of money
to be able to participate. Fortunately, after losing a lot of slots, luck will only come once for you. However, with Prize Claw 2, players can conquer their favorite stuffed animals without worrying about spending money. After installing Prize Claw 2, you'll play the game worry-free for how long it will take Pick. The game will keep hundreds of stuffed animals in a closet, including stuffed animals that anyone would like to have. The desire to
win will attract the player to achieve the goal. Although not an addictive game, Prize Claw 2 is enough of a relaxing game to play. As we know, we'll pick up stuffed animals with a pretty loose clamp. The player must be reckless when using the buttons to protect him. Therefore, the stuffed animal does not hit the wall or fall in the middle of the road. You'll be grateful if you're about to have a stuffed animal, but suddenly it falls off. Times
are limitless. Therefore, the player will gain some experience. After a few works, you will collect the desired stuffed animal. If every time you play this game in the supermarket, you never dare play until you get a toy. To meet that need, a large amount of money will be taken from you. But with the Claw 2 Award, it will satisfy us with that desire. You can still forget the feeling of being about to pick up a stuffed animal and fall. This feeling
makes anyone terrible. With the Claw 2 Prize, you'll gather players with all these emotions as they play. The game is honestly modeled. Although it has just been put in the Microsoft store for a while, it has attracted many players, including children.Compared to the version of the game to meet the stuffed animals in the supermarket, Prize Claw 2 gives us more interesting things with different tasks that require players to complete. In
addition, we also get diamond gems to help with the selection of stuffed animals by completing the tasks offered by the game. Then, using diamonds to buy power-ups. When we have more coins, we can upgrade this stuffed animal claw machine to make it more modern. You can even use this coin to buy more convenient features to buy the machine as you wish. The cotton claw machine in Prize Claw 2 has a much more attractive
color than the machine in the supermarket So, you will be attracted to it. In addition to Claw Prize 2, if you like simple and fun games, Plant vs Zombie will be the right one for you with growing plants to catch interesting ghosts. Plant vs Zombie has stunning graphics with full images. The player's task is to organize the plants to prevent the zombies from attacking. It is a game that simulates a coin-operated toy grabber. Not only does it
restore all the functions of the arcade machine, but it also adds a lot of unique gameplay. You can collect coins to upgrade your machine's claws, customize the appearance of the machine, and unlock ultimate skills and more types of dolls. The more dolls you capture, the more rewards you'll get. Rewarded toys can also the room that comes with the game, which is very satisfying. Prize Claw 2 MOD APK promises to bring a very
interesting game to review your childhood memories of this charming game. Either way, stuffed animals are still toys that everyone loves. So, download the game Claw Prize 2 MOD APK to join us in this familiar, cute, cute, stuffed animal collection game. Game.
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